The Moon

Arny, 3rd Edition, Chapter 6

Introduction
 Introducing the Moon
z Earth’s
Earth s nearest neighbor in space
z Once the frontier of direct human
exploration
p
z Born in a cataclysmic event into an original
molten state, the Moon is now a dead
world
ld – no plate
l t tectonic
t t i or volcanic
l
i activity
ti it
and no air
z Suffered early impact barrage
z Plays major role in eclipses and tides
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Description
p
of the Moon
 General Features
z Moon is ¼ the Earth’s diameter
z A place of “magnificent desolation” – shapes of
gray without color
 Surface Features
z Surface divided into two major regions
z

z

The Moon

Highlands – Bright rugged areas composed mainly of
anorthosite (a rock rich in calcium and aluminum
silicates) and pitted with craters
Maria – Large, smooth, dark areas generally
surrounded by highlands and composed primarily of
basalt (a congealed lava rich in iron, magnesium, and
titanium) which is more dense than anorthosite
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Description
p
of the Moon
 Surface Features (continued)
z Other surface features
Craters - circular features with a raised rim and
range in size from less than a centimeter to a
few hundred kilometers – some of the larger
crater have mountain peaks at their center
z Rays – Long, light streaks of pulverized rock
radiating away from many craters and best
seen during full Moon
z Rilles – Lunar canyons
y
carved either byy
ancient lava flows or crustal cracking
z

The Moon
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Structure of the Moon
 Introduction
z The Moon lacks the folded mountain ranges and
variety
ariet of volcanic
olcanic peaks seen on Earth
z Lack of activity due to Moon cooling off much
faster than Earth
z
z

M
Moon’s
’ hi
higher
h surfacesurface
f
-to
t -volume
tol
ratio
ti ((relative
l ti tto E
Earth)
th)
allows heat to escape from it faster
Being much less massive than the Earth, the Moon also
has a smaller source of radioactive material to supply
pp y
heat

 Crust and Interior
z Interior (including crust) studied by seismic
detectors set up on Moon by astronauts –
essentially found to be inactive and has simpler
structure than Earth’s
The Moon
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Structure of the Moon
 Crust and Interior (continued)
z Beneath the crust is the mantle
z
z
z

z

Relatively thick extending 1000 km down
Probably rich in olivine
Appears
pp
too cold and rigid
g to be stirred by
y the Moon’s
feeble heat

The Moon’s core
z

z

z

The Moon

The Moon
Moon’s
s low average density (3.3 g/cm3) tells us
interior contains little iron
Some molten material may be below mantle, but core is
smaller and contains less iron and nickel than Earth’s
The relatively cold Moon interior, low iron/nickel content,
and slow rotation imply no lunar magnetic field – found
to be the case by the Apollo astronauts
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Structure of the Moon
 The Absence of a Lunar Atmosphere
z Moon’s surface is never hidden by
y lunar clouds or
haze, nor does reflected spectrum show any signs
of gas and hence no winds
z Lack of an atmosphere means extreme changes
in lunar surface temperature from night to day
z No atmosphere for two reasons
z
z

z

Lack of volcanic activity to supply source of gas
Moon’s gravitational force not strong enough to retain
gases even if there was a source

Lack of atmosphere and plate tectonics implies
that the Moon has been relatively unchanged for
billions of years and will continue to be so into the
foreseeable future
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Orbit and Motions of the Moon
 Introduction
z The Moon’s orbit around the Earth is elliptical
p
with
an average distance of 380,000 km and a period
of 27.3 days relative to the stars
z Determining the Moon’s
Moon s distance can be done
with high precision by bouncing a radar pulse or
laser beam off the Moon
 The Moon
Moon’s
s Rotation
z The Moon keeps the same face toward the Earth
as it orbits
z The fact that the Moon rotates at the same rate as
it orbits the Earth is called Synchronous Rotation

The Moon
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Orbit and Motions of the Moon
 Oddities of the Moon’s Orbit
z The Moon’s orbit is tilted about 5°
5 with respect
p
to
the ecliptic plane
z It is also tilted with respect to the Earth’s equator –
very unlike most of the moons in the solar system
which lie almost exactly in their respective central
planet’s equatorial plane
z The Moon is also very large relative to its central
planet – again unlike most of the other moons in
the solar system
z These
Th
oddities
dditi indicate
i di t th
thatt th
the M
Moon fformed
d
differently from the other solar system moons

The Moon
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Origin
g and History
y of the Moon
 Before Apollo missions, three

hypotheses
y
of the Moon’s origin:
g
Moon originally a small planet orbiting the
Sun and was subsequently captured by
Earth’s
Earth s gravity during a close approach
(capture theory)
z Earth and Moon were twins, forming side
b side
by
id ffrom a common cloud
l d off gas and
d
dust (twin formation theory)
z The Moon spun
p out of a very
y fast rotating
g
Earth in the early day of the Solar System
(fission theory)
z

The Moon
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Origin
g and History
y of the Moon
 Each of these hypotheses gave different

predictions about Moon’s composition:
z

z

In capture theory, the Moon and Earth would be
very different in composition, while twin theory
would require they have the same composition
In fission theory, the Moon’s composition should
be close to the Earth’s crust

 Moon
M
rock
k samples
l proved
d surprising
i i
z For some elements, the composition was the
same,, but for others,, it was veryy different
z None of the three hypotheses could explain these
observations

The Moon
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Origin
g and History
y of the Moon
 The new Moon formation hypothesis:
z Moon formed from debris blasted out of the Earth
by the impact of a MarsMars-sized body
z Age of lunar rocks and lack of impact site on Earth
suggests collision occurred at least 4.5 billion
years ago as the Earth was forming
 This “large impact” idea explains:
z The impact would vaporize low
low--meltingmelting-point
materials (e.g., water) and disperse them
explaining their lack in the Moon
z Only surface rock blasted out of Earth leaving
Earth’s core intact and little iron in the Moon
z Easily explains composition difference with Earth
The Moon
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Origin
g and History
y of the Moon
 This “large impact” idea explains (continued):
z The splashedsplashed-out rocks that would make the Moon
would
o ld more nat
naturally
rall lie near the ecliptic than the
Earth’s equatorial plane
z Earth’s tilted rotation axis is explained
z As
A Moon’s
M
’ surface
f
solidified,
lidifi d stray
t
ffragments
t ffrom
original collision created craters that blanket
highlands
z A few
f
off the
th larger
l
fragments
f
t created
t d the
th large
l
basins for the maria to form
z By the time the Maria filled with molten material
and solidified,
solidified little material was left for further
lunar bombardment – thus the smooth nature of
the maria
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Eclipses
p
 Introduction
z An eclipse
p occurs when one astronomical bodyy
casts its shadow on another
z For observers on Earth, two types of eclipse:
z
z

z

Lunar eclipse – Earth
Earth’s
s shadow falls on Moon
Solar eclipse – Moon’s shadow falls on Earth

Some past and upcoming solar and lunar
eclipses

 Rarity of Eclipses
z Because of the Moon’s
Moon s tilt relative to the
ecliptic, eclipses will not necessarily occur at
new and full Moon – the shadows will fall either
above or below their target
The Moon
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Eclipses
p
 Appearance of Eclipses
z Lunar eclipse
p
In a total lunar eclipse, the Earth’s shadow
takes about an hour to cover the Moon
z At totality, the Moon generally appears a
deep ruddy color
z The color of the eclipsed Moon is caused by
Earth’s atmosphere
p
scattering
g out most of
the blue in sunlight and bending the
remaining reddish light at the Moon
z

z

Solar Eclipse
Hardly noticeable at first, at totality, a solar
eclipse will give the appearance of nightfall
z Solar corona is also evident at totality
z

The Moon
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Tides
 Introduction
z The regular change in height of the ocean
s rface is called the tides
surface
z Tides are mainly caused by the Moon
 Cause of Tides
z The Moon exerts a gravitational force on the
Earth that is stronger on the side closest to the
Moon and weakest on the far side
z This difference in force from one side of an
object to the other is called a differential
gravitational force
z This differential force draws water in the ocean
into a tidal bulge on the sides facing and
opposite the Moon
z Earth’s rotation leads to 2 high/low tides per day
The Moon
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Tides
 Solar Tides
z The Sun creates tides as well, although not as
large in variation
ariation
z When the Sun and Moon create identically
oriented tidal bulges (new and full Moon), the
abnormally large “spring”
spring tides occur
z With the Moon at first or third quarter, the sosocalled neap tides occur with tides not as extreme
as normal tides
 Tidal Braking
z Tides create forces that slow the Earth’s rotation
and
d move th
the M
Moon ffarther
th away - tidal
tid l braking
b ki
z Tidal braking caused the Moon’s synchronous
rotation
The Moon
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Moon Lore
 Folklore filled with stories concerning the

powers of the Moon over humans
z
z
z

Cl i
Claims
th
thatt th
the M
Moon ttriggers
i
social
i lb
behavior
h i –
hence the word “lunatic”
Claims the full Moon responsible for accidents,
murders,
d
etc.
t
No scientific backing for these claims

 Some “Moonisms” have a touch of truth
z “Once in a blue Moon”, meaning a rare event, may
be related to an unusual atmospheric effect in
which the Moon appears
pp
blue
z “Harvest Moon”, the full Moon nearest in time to
the autumn equinox, rises in the east at sunset
giving
g
g farmers additional light
g for tending
g to crops
The Moon
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An artist's impression of the Moon's interior. Notice the thinner near-side crust and the
displacement (exaggerated for clarity) of the core toward the Earth
Earth.
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Finding the distance from the Earth to Moon by triangulation and radar and laser
ranging.
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The Moon rotates once each time it orbits the Earth, as can be seen from the changing
position of the exaggerated lunar mountain. Notice that at (A) the lunar peak is to the
right while at (B) it is to the left
right,
left. Thus
Thus, from the Earth
Earth, we always see the same side of
the Moon even though it turns on its axis.
To help see that the Moon rotates even though it keeps the same face toward the
Earth, put a coin on the figure of the Moon and move it around the Earth so that the
same edge of the coin always faces the Earth
Earth.
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The Moon's
Moon s orbit is tipped 5°
5 with respect to the Earth's.
Earth s. The angle is exaggerated for
clarity.
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The current state of the Solar System
y
contains clues to its history.
Terrestrial planets are close to Sun
a=0
0.4
4A
A.U.
U
1
1.5
5A
A. U
U.
Jovian planets are far from Sun
a=5A
A.U.
U
30 A
A. U
U.
Just coincidence, or an important clue?

All planets revolve in the same
direction (counterclockwise,
seen from above the North
Pole).
Just coincidence, or an
important clue?

Most ((but not all)) p
planets rotate in the same
direction (counterclockwise, seen from
above the North Pole).

Uranus and Pluto are “sideways”,
sideways , Venus is
“upside-down”.
Could this also be a clue?

Origin of the Solar
System
Wednesday, February 6

Origin of the Solar System:
Key Concepts
How the Solar System formed:
(1) A cloud of gas & dust contracted to form a
disk-shaped solar nebula.
(2) The solar nebula condensed to form small
planetesimals.
(3) The planetesimals collided to form larger
planets.
When the Solar System formed:
(4) Radioactive age-dating indicates the Solar
System is 4.56 billion years old.

Clues to how the Solar System formed:
How things move (dynamics)
All planets revolve in the same direction.
Most planets rotate in the same direction.
Planetary
y orbits are in nearlyy the same
plane.

What things are made of (chemistry)
Sun: Mostly hydrogen (H) and helium
(He).

Jovian planets: Rich in H and He, low
y
density.
Terrestrial planets: Mostly rock and
g density.
y
metal,, high

The g
gas cloud initially
y
rotated slowly. As
the cloud
contracted
t t d under
d
its own gravity, it
rotated faster.
faster
(Conservation of
angular
momentum!)
Quickly rotating
objects become
flattened.

(2) The solar nebula condensed
to form small planetesimals.
Approximate
A
i t condensation
d
ti
temperatures:
1400 Kelvin: metal
(iron nickel)
(iron,
1300 Kelvin:
rock (silicates)
200
Kelvin: ice (water
(water, ammonia
ammonia, methane)
Inner solar system: over 200 Kelvin, only
metal and rock condense
condense.
Outer solar system: under 200 K,
ice condenses as well
well.

As the solar nebula cooled, material
condensed to form planetesimals
a few km across.
Inner Solar System:
Metal and rock = solid planetesimals
Water ammonia
Water,
ammonia, methane = gas
gas.
Outer Solar System:
Metal and rock = solid planetesimals
Water, ammonia, methane = solid, too.
Hydrogen and helium and gaseous
everywhere.

(3) The planetesimals collided
to form larger planets.
Planetesimals attracted each other
gravitationally.
Planetesimals collided with each other to form
Moon-sized protoplanets.

Protoplanets
p
collided with each other ((and
with planetesimals) to form planets.
Inner Solar System:
Smaller planets, made of
rockk and
d metal.
t l
Outer Solar System:
Larger planets, made of
rock metal and ice
rock,
ice.
In addition, outer planets are massive
enough
h tto attract
tt t and
d retain
t i H and
dH
He.

Collisions between p
protoplanets
p
were not
gentle!
Venus was knocked “upside-down”
upside down ,
Uranus and Pluto “sideways”.
Not every planetesimal was incorporated
into a planet.
Comets = leftover icyy planetesimals.
p
Asteroids = leftover rocky and metallic
planetesimals.
planetesimals

How does this “nebular theory”
y explain
p
the
current state of the Solar System?
Solar System is disk-shaped:
It formed from a flat solar nebula
nebula.
Planets revolve in the same direction:
They formed from rotating nebula.
Terrestrial p
planets are rock and metal:
They formed in hot inner region.
Jovian planets include ice
ice, H
H, He:
They formed in cool outer region.

( ) Radioactive age-dating
(4)
g
g
indicates the Solar System is
4.56 billion years old.
How old is the Earth (and the rest of the Solar
System)? ( = “Universe” in “old days”)
One of the basic questions in almost all cultures
and religious systems.
Archbishop Ussher (AD 1650): 6000 years.
Hinduism: eternal cycle of creation and
destruction.

18th century:
R li ti among
Realization
European geologists
that the Earth is much
more than 6000 years
old.
Earth has a huge
number and varietyy of
fossils (the White
Cliffs of Dover consist
entirely
ti l off ti
tiny shells).
h ll )

Also, the Earth
contains
t i thi
thick
k
layers of
sedimentary rock
and deeply
eroded canyons.
y
Exact
measurement of
the Earth’s age
proved to be
difficult.

Radioactive age-dating
g
g
Radioactive decay: Unstable atomic nuclei emit
elementary particles, forming a lighter, stable
nucleus.
Example: Potassium-40 (19 protons + 21 neutrons = 40)
89% of the time, Potassium-40 decays to Calcium40.
40
11% of the time, Potassium-40 decays to Argon-40.

Half-life of a radioactive material: time it
t k ffor h
takes
halflf th
the nuclei
l i tto d
decay.
Example:
P t
Potassium-40
i
40 h
has a h
half-life
lf lif off 1
1.3
3 billi
billion
years.
Now:
200 atoms of Potassium-40.
I 1.3
In
1 3 billi
billion years:
100 atoms of Potassium-40
89 atoms of Calcium
Calcium-40
40
11 atoms of Argon-40.

In principle, you can find the age of a rock
b measuring
by
i th
the ratio
ti off potassium-40
t
i
40 tto
argon-40.
100 atoms
t
off potassium-40,
t
i
40 11 atoms
t
off
argon-40: age equals 1.3 billion years.
Hi h potassium/argon
Higher
t
i /
ration:
ti
younger.
Lower potassium/argon ration: older.
In practice, it is more subtle: Argon is an
inert gas; if the rock melts, the argon
escapes.
Thus, the “radioactive clock” is reset each
ti
time
th
the rock
k melts.
lt B
Butt other
th elements
l
t
can be used as well.

Age off oldest
A
ld
E
Earth
h rocks
k = 4 billi
billion years
Age of oldest Moon rocks = 4.5 billion years
Age of oldest meteorites (meteoroids that
survive the plunge to Earth) = 4.56 billion
years

This is the age of the Solar System!
(agrees well with our understanding of the age of the
Sun)

Survey of the
Solar System

Arny, 3rd Edition, Chapter 7

Introduction
 The Solar System is occupied by a

diversity
y of objects,
j
but shows an
underlying order in their movements
 The Solar System is also ordered in that
the planets form two main families: solid
rocky inner planets and gaseous/liquid
outer planets
 From observations, astronomers believe
the Solar System formed some 4.5
billion years ago out of the collapse of a
huge cloud of gas and dust
Survey of the Solar
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Components
p
of the Solar System
y
 The Sun
z The Sun is a star,, a ball of incandescent
gas whose output is generated by nuclear
reactions in its core
z Composed mainly of hydrogen (71%) and
helium (27%), it also contains traces of
nearly all the other chemical elements
z It is
i the
th mostt massive
i object
bj t iin th
the S
Solar
l
System – 700 times the mass of the rest of
the Solar System
y
combined
z It’s large mass provides the gravitational
force to hold all the Solar System bodies in
their orbital patterns around the Sun
Survey of the Solar
System
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Components
p
of the Solar System
y
 The planets
z Planets shine p
primarily
y by
y reflected
sunlight
z Orbits are almost circular lying in nearly
the same plane – Pluto is the exception
with a high (17°)
(17 ) inclination of its orbit
z All the planets travel counterclockwise
around
d th
the S
Sun ((as seen ffrom high
hi h above
b
the Earth’s north pole)
z Six planets rotate counterclockwise; Venus
rotates clockwise (retrograde rotation),
and Uranus and Pluto appear to rotate on
their sides
Survey of the Solar
System
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Components
p
of the Solar System
y
 Two types of planets
z Inner planets
p
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars
z Small rocky (mainly silicon and oxygen) bodies
with relatively thin or no atmospheres
z Also referred to as terrestrial planets
z

z

Outer planets
J it Saturn,
Jupiter,
S t
Uranus,
U
Neptune,
N t
and
d Pl
Pluto
t
z Gaseous, liquid, or icy (H2O, CO2, CH4, NH3)
z Excluding
g Pluto, also referred to as Jovian
planets
z Jovian planets are much larger than terrestrial
planets and do not have a wellwell-defined surface
z

Survey of the Solar
System
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Components
p
of the Solar System
y
 Satellites
z The number of planetary satellites has
changed frequently over the last several
years; the total count as of August 2008 is
123 and
d iis b
broken
k d
down as ffollows:
ll
J it
Jupiter
39, Saturn 53, Uranus 20, Neptune 8,
Mars 2, Earth and Pluto 1 each, and
Mercury and Venus are moonless
z The moons generally follow approximately
circular orbits that are roughly in the
planet’s equatorial plane, thus resembling
miniature solar systems
Survey of the Solar
System
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Components
p
of the Solar System
y
 Asteroids and comets
z Their composition and size
z

z

z

Asteroids are rocky or metallic bodies ranging in size
from a few meters to 1000 km across (about 1/10 the
Earth’s diameter)
Comets
Co
ets a
are
e icy
cy bod
bodies
es abou
about 10
0 km or
o less
ess across
ac oss that
a
can grow very long tails of gas and dust as they near the
Sun and are vaporized by its heat

Their location within Solar System
z

z

z

M t asteroids
Most
t id are in
i asteroid
t
id belt
b lt between
b t
Mars
M
and
d
Jupiter indicating that these asteroids are the failed
building--blocks of a planet
building
Most comets orbit the Sun far beyond
y
Pluto in the Oort
cloud,, a spherical shell extending from 40,000 to
cloud
100,000 AU from the Sun
Some comets may also come from a disk
disk--like swarm of
icy objects that lies beyond Neptune and extends to
perhaps 1000 AU, a region called the Kuiper Belt
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Components
p
of the Solar System
y
 Age of the Solar System
z All objects in the Solar System seem to have formed at
nearl the same time
nearly
z Radioactive dating of rocks from the Earth, Moon, and
some asteroids suggests an age of about 4.5 billion yrs
z A similar
i il age is
i ffound
d ffor th
the S
Sun b
based
d on currentt
observations and nuclear reaction rates
 Bode’s Law: The Search for Order
z Very roughly, each planet is about twice as far from the
Sun as its inner neighbor
z This p
progression
g
can be expressed
p
mathematically
y
(including the asteroid belt but not Neptune) as
Bode’s Law
z Bode’s Law may
y be jjust chance or it may
y be telling
g us
something profound – astronomers do not know
Survey of the Solar
System
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Introduction
z A theory
y of the Solar System’s
y
formation must
account for the following:
z

z

z

z

z

The Solar System is flat with all the planets orbiting in the
same direction
Two types of planets exist – rocky inner planets and
gaseous/liquid/icy outer planets
Outer planets have similar composition to Sun, while
i
inner
planets’
l
t ’ composition
iti resembles
bl th
the S
Sun’s
’ minus
i
gases that condense only at low temperatures
All Solar System bodies appear to be about 4.5 billion
years old
Other details – structure of asteroids, cratering of
planetary surfaces, detailed chemical composition of
p
, etc.
surface rocks and atmospheres,

Survey of the Solar
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Introduction (continued)
z Currently
y favored theoryy for the Solar System’s
y
origin is the solar nebula hypothesis
z
z

z

z

Derived from 18th century ideas of Laplace and Kant
Proposes
p
that Solar System
y
evolved from a rotating,
g,
flattened disk of gas and dust (an interstellar cloud),
cloud), the
outer part of the disk becoming the planets and the inner
part becoming the Sun
Thi hypothesis
This
h
th i naturally
t ll explains
l i the
th Solar
S l System’s
S t ’
flatness and the common direction of motion of the
planets around the Sun

Interstellar clouds are common between the stars
in our galaxy and this suggests that most stars
may have planets around them

Survey of the Solar
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Interstellar Clouds
z Come in many shapes and sizes – one that
formed Solar S
System
stem was
as probabl
probably a fe
few light
years in diameter and 2 solar masses
z Typical clouds are 71% hydrogen, 27% helium,
and traces of the other elements
z Clouds also contain tiny dust particles called
interstellar grains
z
z

z
z

Grains size from large molecules to a few micrometers
They are a mixture of silicates, iron and carbon
compounds, and water ice

Generally the clouds contain elements in
Generally,
proportions similar to those found in the Sun
Triggered by a collision with another cloud or a
nearby exploding star, rotation forces clouds to
gravitationally collapse into a rotating disk

Survey of the Solar
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Formation of the Solar Nebula
z A few million y
years p
passes for a cloud to
collapse into a rotating disk with a bulge in
the center
z This disk,
disk about 200 AU across and 10 AU
thick, is called the solar nebula with the
bulge becoming the Sun and the disk
condensing into planets
z Before the planets formed, the inner part of
the disk was hot, heated byy g
gas falling
g onto
the disk and a young Sun – the outer disk
was colder than the freezing point of water
z Gas/dust disks have been observed
Survey of the Solar
System
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Condensation in the Solar Nebula
z Condensation occurs when gas cools below a
critical temperat
temperature
re at a gi
given
en gas press
pressure
re and its
molecules bind together to form liquid/solid particles
z Iron vapor will condense at 1300 K, silicates will
condense at 1200 K,
K and water vapor will condense
at room temperature in air
z In a mixture of gases, materials with the highest
vaporization temperature condense first
z Condensation ceases when the temperature never
drops low enough
z Sun kept inner solar nebula (out to almost Jupiter’s
orbit) too hot for anything but iron and silicate
materials to condense
z Outer solar nebula cold enough for ice to condense
Survey of the Solar
System
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Accretion and Planetesimals
z Next step is for the tiny particles to stick together,
perhaps by
b electrical forces
forces, into bigger pieces in
a process called accretion
z As long as collision are not too violent, accretion
leads to objects
objects, called planetesimals
planetesimals,, ranging
in size from millimeters to kilometers
z Planetesimals in the inner solar nebula were
rocky--iron composites
rocky
composites, while planetesimals in the
outer solar nebula were icy
icy--rockyrocky-iron
composites
 Formation of the Planets
z Planets formed from “gentle” collisions of the
planetesimals, which dominated over more
violent shattering collisions
Survey of the Solar
System
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Formation of the Planets (continued)
z Simulations show that planetesimal collisions
grad all lead to appro
gradually
approximately
imatel circ
circular
lar planetar
planetary
orbits
z As planetesimals grew in size and mass their
increased gravitational attraction helped them
grow faster into clumps and rings surrounding the
Sun
z Planet growth was especially fast in the outer
solar nebula due to:
z
z

z

Larger volume of material to draw upon
Larger objects (bigger than Earth) could start
gravitationally capturing gases like H and He

Continued planetesimal bombardment and
internal radioactivityy melted the p
planets and led
to the density differentiation of planetary interiors
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Direct Formation of Giant Planets
z It is possible the outer regions of the solar nebula
were
ere cold and dense enough
eno gh for gra
gravity
it to p
pullll gas
together into the giant planets without the need to
first form cores from planetesimals
 Formation of Moons
z Moons of the outer planets were probably formed
from planetesimals orbiting the growing planets
z Not large enough to capture H or He, the outer
moons are mainly rock and ice giving them solid
surfaces
 Final Stages of Planet Formation
z Rain of planetesimals cratered surfaces
z Remaining planetesimals became small moons,
comets, and asteroids
Survey of the Solar
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Origin
g of the Solar System
y
 Formation of Atmospheres
z Atmospheres
p
were the last p
planet-forming
planetgp
process
z Outer planets gravitationally captured their
atmospheres from the solar nebula
z Inner planets created their atmospheres by
volcanic activity and perhaps from comets and
asteroids that vaporized on impact
z Objects
Obj t like
lik Mercury
M
and
d th
the Moon
M
are too
t smallll –
not enough gravity – to retain any gases on their
surfaces
 Cleaning up the Solar System
z Residual gas and dust swept out of the Solar
System by young Sun’s
Sun s intense solar wind
Survey of the Solar
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Other Planetary
y Systems
y
 Evidence exists for planets around other

nearby stars
 The new planets are not observed directly,
but rather by their gravitational effects on
their p
parent star
 These new planets are a surprise - they have
huge planets very close to their parent stars
 Idea: The huge planets formed far from their
stars as current theory would project, but their
orbits subsequently shrank
 This migration of planets may be caused by
interactions between forming planets and
leftover gas and dust in the disk
Survey of the Solar
System
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An artist's view of the Solar System from above. The orbits are shown in the correct
relative scale in the two drawings.
drawings
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Planets and their orbits from the side. Sketches also show the orientation of the
rotation axes of the planets and Sun.
Sun Orbits and bodies are not to the same scale.
scale
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The planets and Sun to scale.
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Sketch of the Oort cloud and the Kuiper belt. The dimensions shown are known only
approximately Orbits and bodies are not to scale.
approximately.
scale
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Sketches of the interiors of the planets. Details of sizes and composition of inner
regions are uncertain for many of the planets.
planets (Pluto is shown with the terrestrial
planets for scale reasons only.)
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